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Topological defects (TDs) in crystal lattices are elementary lattice imperfections that cannot be removed
by local perturbations, due to their real-space topology. In the emerging field of topological photonics,
photonic topological edge states arise from the nontrivial topology of the band structure defined in
momentum space and are generally protected against defects. Here we show that adding TDs into a valley
photonic crystal generates a lattice disclination that acts like a domain wall and hosts photonic topological
edge states. Unlike previous topological waveguides, the disclination forms an open arc and functions as a
free-form waveguide connecting a pair of TDs of opposite topological charge. This interplay between the
real-space topology of lattice defects and momentum-space band topology provides a novel scheme to
implement large-scale photonic structures with complex arrangements of robust topological waveguides
and resonators.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.243602

Introduction.—The emerging field of topological pho-
tonics [1] seeks to use ideas from topological band theory
[2] to realize photonic modes such as edge states that are
protected against defects or disorder. Valley photonic
crystals (VPCs) [3–11] and photonic crystals based on
topological crystalline insulators [12–15] are promising
platforms because they can be implemented entirely with
dielectrics or metals. Their applications are still being
explored, including robust waveguides and optical delay
lines [5,8,10,11,16–20], frequency converters [21,22], and
lasers [23–28]. The bulk-edge correspondence principle
states that topological photonic edge states are tied to the
nontrivial topology of the underlying bulk band structure,
as defined in momentum space; hence, they are robust
against real-space defects in the lattice structure.
Topological defects (TDs) in crystal lattices are lattice

imperfections that cannot be removed by local perturba-
tions due to their real-space topological features [29]. In
condensed matter, TDs are responsible for many interesting
effects, including acting as seeds of disorder in the melting
of two-dimensional (2D) solids [30]. Honeycomb lattices,
like the 2D material graphene, can host a special class of
TDs consisting of five- and seven-membered rings, which
act upon 2D Dirac cone states like singular gauge fields
carrying π=2 flux [31–35]. Experimental evidence for these
intriguing electronic features has been difficult to obtain,
due in part to challenges in sample preparation [34,36–39].
It is known that photonic structures can realize lattice
phenomena that are hard to obtain in condensed matter
settings; for example, “photonic graphene” has been shown
to exhibit unconventional edge states that are difficult to

stabilize in graphene [40]. The aforementioned physical
effects of TDs, however, have yet to be explored with
photonics.
Here, we present a theoretical and experimental study of

an interesting form of topologically protected waveguiding
aided by TDs in VPCs. VPCs are photonic analogs of
valleytronic materials [41], such as honeycomb photonic
crystals with broken sublattice symmetry, whose band
structures contain valleys with different topological
charges. In such lattices, TDs are the terminal points for
disclinations—stringlike lattice defects—that cannot be
gauged away [35,42]. The disclinations are locally equiv-
alent to valley Hall domain walls [3,5,6] and act as robust
topological waveguides [1].
TDs supply a novel and interesting relationship between

topological features and edge states distinct from the usual
bulk-edge correspondence principle. TDs carry topological
charges in real space that stem from the configuration of the
lattice, not band structure features defined in momentum
space. Positive and negative TDs are joined pairwise by
disclinations hosting edge states, but unlike standard VPC
domain walls one can go smoothly from one domain to the
other by encircling a TD without crossing the disclination.
This feature requires the presence of TDs and does not
occur in perfect crystals. The disclinations can follow
curved paths and are not restricted to any global axes
[3,6]. They are also not limited to forming loops or ending
at external boundaries and can form open arcs (bounded by
the TDs) that act as one-dimensional (1D) Fabry-Perot
resonators based on counterpropagating topological edge
states.
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Previous research has shown that amorphous photonic
structures, which possess short-range positional order
without long-range order, can exhibit isotropic photonic
band gaps, making them suitable for inscribing with free-
form curved waveguides [43–49]. A key limitation of such
waveguides is that, as irregular 1D transport channels, they
are highly susceptible to Anderson localization [50]; for
long-range transport, it becomes necessary to perform
structural fine-tuning to optimize the transmittance [49].
We show that the present disclination-based topological
waveguides have much greater resistance against Anderson
localization without structural fine-tuning [1,3]. Moreover,
unlike earlier demonstrations of topological waveguiding
in amorphous or quasicrystalline lattices [51,52], the
present design does not require time-reversal symmetry
breaking.
Setup.—Consider the honeycomb lattice shown in

Fig. 1(a). Red and blue circles represent sites on the two
sublattices A and B. By deleting a π=3 sector (marked by
dashes) and reattaching the seams, a pentagonal TD is
generated [31], as shown in Fig. 1(b). Likewise, inserting a
π=3 sector yields a heptagonal TD, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Each TD is attached to a disclination of bonds that join sites
of the same sublattice, as indicated by dashes in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c). If the A and B sites are identical, the disclination is
fictitious: one end is pinned to the TD but the rest of it can

be moved around by adjusting the assignment of sites to the
A and B sublattices. In the continuum limit, the states of the
honeycomb lattice are described by a pair of Dirac cones,
and the disclination is associated with a nontrivial boundary
condition for the Dirac cone states, which can be trans-
formed into a regular continuity condition (i.e., gauged
away) using a matrix-valued gauge field [31,32,42,53]. The
qualitative features of these lattice configurations can be
studied with tight-binding models; if we assign on site
energies (or frequency detunings [54]) of mA ¼ −mB ¼ m
to the A and B sites, then there is a bulk band gap in the
energy range mB < E < mA. For m ≠ 0, the disclination is
physical and cannot be gauged away [42], and the bulk gap
is populated by eigenstates localized on the disclination
(see the Supplemental Material [55]). The similarity of the
disclination to domain walls in valley Hall (VH) lattices,
which likewise consist of strings of nearest-neighbor sites
of the same sublattice, indicates that these are VH-like
topological edges. However, whereas a VH domain wall
can only form a loop or terminate at exterior lattice edges,
the disclination can terminate within the bulk, at the TD. A
theoretical analysis confirms that Dirac cone states expe-
rience the disclination as a VH-like domain wall, across
which the Dirac mass of each valley switches sign [55].
We performed a series of experimental studies of

disclination-bound photonic states in microwave-scale
VPCs, formed by dielectric pillars sandwiched between
parallel metal plates. Samples with one pentagonal TD at
the center are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d). The lattices are
generated by starting with a 2π=5 or 2π=7 sector, populat-
ing with an unoptimized triangular lattice and close packing
the sites with the molecular dynamics simulator LAMMPS

[55,56]. The other sectors are determined by fivefold
rotational symmetry, and a dual lattice is generated by
treating the triangular lattice sites as honeycomb motif
incenters [57]. The dielectric pillars have refractive index
n ¼ 2.915, height h1 ¼ 10 mm, and radius ra ¼ 2.35 mm
(for A sites) or rb ¼ 3.15 mm (for B sites). The lattices are
scaled so the mean next-nearest-neighbor distance is
a ¼ 13.7 mm. By assigning sites to the A or B sublattice,
we can set the path of the disclination emanating from the
TD, including introducing sharp corners. Figures 2(a)–2(c)
and 2(d)–2(f) correspond to two different disclinations.
Figures 2(b) and 2(e) show the experimentally measured

intensity profiles for transverse magnetic waves emitted by
a dipole source placed at the TD, oriented perpendicular to
the plane. The excitation frequency of 7.72 GHz lies within
the bulk band gap calculated for a perfectly crystalline VPC
(see the Supplemental Material [55]). The waves emitted by
the dipole are guided along the disclination, including
around a sharp corner in Fig. 2(e). Figures 2(c) and 2(f)
show the frequency dependence of the experimentally
measured field intensities sampled over the disclination
or in the bulk. Over the frequencies of the bulk gap, we
observe a clear intensity dip in the bulk, but no dip on the
disclination.

- +

-
+

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

FIG. 1. Valley hall lattices with TDs. (a) Defect-free honey-
comb lattice with red (blue) circles indicating sites on sublattice
A (B) and black lines indicating nearest-neighbor bonds. The
gray region bounded by dashes marks a π=3 sector whose
deletion generates a pentagonal TD. (b),(c) Lattice containing a
pentagonal TD (labeled −) or heptagonal TD (labeled þ) and a
disclination (dashes) comprising a string of bonds joining sites
on the same sublattice. (d) Lattice with one pentagonal TD and
one heptagonal TD, connected by a disclination forming an
open arc.
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We used full-wave eigenmode calculations to verify that
these transmission characteristics are attributable to
eigenmodes localized along the disclination [55]. The
number of eigenmodes and their eigenfrequencies depend
on the size of the lattice and also on the details of the
packing procedure used to generate the lattice; in the
experiments, we use settings that ensure a low level of
variation in the spacings between different nearest-
neighbor sites. Further details about the experimental setup,

and the accompanying simulations, are given in the
Supplemental Material [55].
For comparison, we also investigated a photonic gra-

phene lattice with all pillars having the same radius.
According to previous theoretical studies, TDs in such
lattices do not create localized resonances [32,42,53], and
there are no disclinations hosting edge states. This is
corroborated by our experimental results (see the
Supplemental Material [55]).
Waveguiding with and without TDs.—Turning now to

more complex VPC structures, we implemented large-scale
VPCs hosting topological and nontopological waveguides.
As shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), each waveguide forms an
open arc following a straight path, a curved path, or a
curved path containing a sharp bend, based on a disclina-
tion connecting a pentagonal and heptagonal TD. We use a
similar lattice generation procedure (starting from an
unoptimized lattice with the desired TDs, close packing,
and conversion to a dual honeycomblike lattice) and the
same VPC parameters as before. In Figs. 3(a)–3(c), we plot
the results of full-wave simulations showing the field
distributions produced by a dipole source at one TD. For
all three configurations, the intensity distribution is roughly
uniform along the entire open arc of the disclination. The
waveguides thus act like 1D Fabry-Perot-like optical
cavities, with the TDs serving as end mirrors (i.e., the
waveguide modes experience complete intervalley scatter-
ing and backreflection at these points). There is evidently
negligible Anderson localization and negligible backscat-
tering at the sharp bend in Fig. 3(c).
For comparison, we also implemented conventional

(nontopological) waveguides in similar photonic lattices,
using the same bulk VPC parameters (i.e., the same pillar
radii and mean interpillar spacings) but without TDs. These
waveguides do not run along disclinations, but are formed
by selectively removing pillars along a desired route. In a
perfectly crystalline lattice, band structure calculations
show that the pillar removal creates a band of defect modes
over 6.77–7.05 GHz (not spanning the gap). Simulations
show that the defect modes transmit efficiently when the
waveguide follows a straight line [Fig. 3(e)], but suffer
from localization when the route is curved [Fig. 3(f)], and
do not guide light efficiently around sharp corners
[Fig. 3(g)].
We implemented these six photonic structures and

measured the transmission along the waveguides. The
experimental results are shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(h).
The three topological waveguides (straight, curved, and
sharply bent) all transmit efficiently between the waveguide
endpoints, with approximately the same transmittance over
6.8–7.2 GHz. This is a narrower range than the 6.45–
7.35 GHz gap predicted by simulations, which can be
ascribed to intrinsic losses in the ceramic material and
frequency-dependent input and output impedances. The
conventional waveguides transmit with markedly lower
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FIG. 2. Experimental study of VPCs with pentagonal TDs.
(a) Photograph of VPC with top plate removed. The external
region is an empty parallel plate waveguide with 11 mm
spacing (i.e., 1 mm air gap between the moving top plate and
the pillars). The lattice contains a pentagonal TD, with a
disclination marked by dashes. (b) Measured distribution of the
electric field intensity (jEzj2) produced by a dipole source at
the TD (yellow star). The dots indicate the sample boundary.
The scanning resolution is 3 × 3 mm. (c) Frequency spectrum
of jEzj2 averaged over the disclination (orange points) or in the
bulk (purple points). The disclination sampling region is a thin
(3 mm wide) strip running along the disclination; the bulk
sampling region is the circle shown in (b). The bulk band gap
predicted from full-wave simulations is marked in yellow. The
intensities are normalized to the maximum intensity for the
disclination measurements. (d)–(f) Corresponding results for a
disclination containing a sharp bend.
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efficiency; the bent and curved routes have transmittances
around 20 dB lower than the straight version and over
25 dB lower than the topological waveguides.
We performed field-mapping experiments on a curved

topological waveguide, with results shown in Fig. 4(a).
Strong field intensities are observed along the entire length

of the waveguide, in agreement with the simulation results
presented above. To test the propagation characteristics of
the waveguide modes, we studied a sample with the curved
topological waveguide terminating at a boundary lined with
microwave-absorbing foam, rather than a TD. With back-
reflection suppressed, this waveguide only supports waves
traveling in one direction, away from the source. The
experimental field intensity map is shown in Fig. 4(b).
From the results, we determined the dwell time, defined as
dφ=dω, where φ is the phase of the measured field and ω is
the angular frequency [58]. To estimate the derivative, we
approximate the derivative using a finite frequency spacing
df ¼ 0.002 GHz. We took data at different positions along
the waveguide, with each data point incorporating 61 dwell
time estimates centered around frequency 7.6 GHz (near
the center of the gap). The resulting mean dwell time and
the standard error of the mean are shown in Fig. 4(c). The
dwell time scales linearly with distance (arc length) along
the waveguide, consistent with ballistic propagation [58].
Discussion.—We have demonstrated that TD-induced

disclinations in VPCs provide a way to implement complex
large-scale photonic structures, by placing TDs at the
desired end points and adjusting the disclinations to follow
the desired waveguide routes. The waveguides enjoy much
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FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Simulated field distributions for topological
waveguides following a (a) straight, (b) curved, or (c) sharply
bent disclination. A 6.98 GHz dipole source is placed near a TD
at one end of the disclination (yellow star). Colors correspond to
log jEzj2, with all three plots normalized to the maximum
intensity along waveguide (a). (d) Experimentally measured
transmittance spectrum for the topological waveguides of (a)–
(c). Source and probe antennas are placed at each end of the
waveguide, and results are normalized to the maximum trans-
mittance on the straight topological waveguide. Here, the parallel
plates have 10 mm spacing (i.e., no air gap), which shifts the band
gap relative to Fig. 2 (see the Supplemental Material [55]). (e)–(g)
Simulated field distributions (log jEzj2) for nontopological wave-
guides generated by removing pillars from VPCs without TDs. A
6.98 GHz dipole source is placed near one end (yellow star). All
three plots are normalized to the maximum intensity on wave-
guide (d). (h) Experimentally measured transmittance spectrum
for the nontopological waveguides (e)–(g), normalized to the
maximum transmittance on the straight topological waveguide in
(d). In (d) and (h), the operating frequency ranges predicted by
simulations are marked in yellow.
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FIG. 4. (a) Experimentally measured electric field intensity
distribution (jEzj2) for a curved topological waveguide running
between a pentagonal TD and a heptagonal TD. A 7.66 GHz
dipole source is placed near the pentagonal TD (yellow star). The
scanning resolution is 5 mm × 5 mm. Inset: photograph of the
sample with top plate partially retracted. (b) Measured electric
field intensity distribution at 7.55 GHz for a waveguide termi-
nating at a boundary with microwave absorbers. (c) Measured
dwell times for the sample in (b), plotted against distance (arc
length) along the waveguide. Each data point is the mean of 61
dwell time estimates obtained from the phase of Ez measured
over a frequency range centered at 7.6 GHz with 0.002 GHz
spacing. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean, and
dashes show the linear least squares fit.
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greater resistance to backscattering than free-form wave-
guides in amorphous photonic lattices designed without
topological principles [48,49]. Though originally imple-
mented at microwave frequencies, this all-dielectric design
can be scaled to higher frequencies, as shown by the recent
implementation of optical and terahertz-scale VPCs
[8,10,59]. From a fundamental point of view, we have
demonstrated a new interplay between the real-space top-
ology of a lattice and the momentum-space topology of
Bloch wave functions, different from the previously known
topological bulk-edge correspondence principle. This
makes the presence of TDs in 2D honeycomb lattices,
previously a subtle effect, now easily observable. In the
future, it will be interesting to investigate TDs and
disclinations in other types of photonic lattices, such as
higher-order topological insulators [60], as well as exper-
imentally accessing other phenomena associated with TDs,
such as anomalous Aharanov-Bohm effects and localized
zero modes [31–36,42,53,61–66].
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